Imam Jamil Al-Amin (Formerly Known as H. Rap Brown)
Quarterly Update: March-June 2022

FBI's Black Identity Extremists is COINTELPRO 2.0
Pass the COINTELPRO Full Disclosure Act, HR2998

Last spring, a bill forcing the FBI to release publicly millions of pages documenting its destruction, murder, harassment, disruption and surveillance of movements, organizations and people in the 1950s, 60s and 70s. It was sponsored by Illinois Congressman Bobby Rush. And even though the COINTELPRO (Counter Intelligence Program) was “ended” in the mid-70s, its victims across the Black liberation, anti-war, civil rights ranged from Dr. King, Fred Hampton, Imam Jamil, Malcolm X. (Continued)

February 19

IJAN sponsors Malcolm X: Overwhelming Influence on the Black Liberation Movement film watch parties in Atlanta, Florida, & NC.

Riyadah & Banquet

A two day event for the whole family coming to Orlando May 28-29, 2022. Organised by the New Darul Islam Movement. Imam Jamil Basketball Tourney, Free Imam Jamil Campaign, Workshops, and Exclusive Sisters' Activities. There will be a banquet and a lineup of speakers most notably: Imam Siraj Wahhaj, Imam Khalid Griggs, Shaykh Inshirah Abdul Jaleel, Imam Wesley Lebron, and Felipe Luciano. Tickets cost only $100.

January 17: MLK Day

Imam Jamil awareness and Islamic outreach table in Florida.

MLK Day: IJAN & Justice For All Launch forming of COINTELPRO Full Disclosure 2998 Coalition.
FBI's Black Identity Extremists is COINTELPRO 2.0 Pass the COINTELPRO Full Disclosure Act, HR2998 (Continued)

In October 2017, the FBI’s “Black Identity Extremists” program was discovered, targeted toward anybody for monitoring who desire a “separate Black homeland...social institutions, communities, or governing organizations within the United States.” Even though it was officially ended in 2019, just like the COINTELPRO years ago, activists from the 2020-2021 Upsurge reacting to the murders of Breonna Taylor, George Floyd and others, are being followed, monitored targeted for harassment, surveillance and who knows what else. Exposing the millions of pages documenting COINTELPRO’s crimes is in the interests of this new generation as well as 1960s veterans.

JOIN THE CAMPAIGN TO FREE IMAM JAMIL
Facebook Your Friends, Family, Network -Tweet! - Instagram your People, family, friends, church, neighbor, mosque, union, club to have a speaker on Who Imam Jamil is and Why they should HELP FREE IMAM JAMIL

The COINTELPRO Full Disclosure Coalition now has close to 40 organizations endorsing and expanding. On March 25, the coalition launched its first education/ action webinar, with 2020 and 1960s activists Dedan Waciuri and Sekou Odinga describing their experiences under attack by the state. Bro. Dedan had just won his case after a defense committee waged a 2-year public defense campaign; Bro. Sekou after suffering torture and abuse by police, endured 30 years imprisonment. Coalition members from Justice For All and Imam Jamil Action Network walked web attendees through how to put calls and letters into congressional representatives’ offices

TO WRITE IMAM JAMIL AL- AMIN
USP Tucson
U.S. Penitentiary
P.O.Box 24550
Tucson, AZ 85734

TO SEND HIM COMMISSARY FUNDS: Send MONEY ORDER:
Federal Bureau of Prisons
Jamil Al-Amin #99974-555
P.O.Box 474701
DesMoines, IA 50947-0001

IMAM JAMIL ACTION NETWORK
facebook.com/imamjamilageactionnetwork
www.imamjamilageactionnetwork.org
National: 1.833.999.IJAN
Mid-West Region: 216-269-2644
Northeast: 215-738-8807
South: 252-907-4443
West Coast: 510-282-2587
Media Contact: 470-451-8416